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Dark Skies
When a corporate merger makes Grayson Merimon her boss, event planner Suzy Denton, still stung from the discovery that
her fiancâe was cheating on her, is reluctant to get involved with Grayson, despite his charms.

Choker
After losing the two people he loves the most, Micah is a broken man, but when he meets Angelina, the sister of his
deceased friend, she does whatever she can to reel him in.

The Girl In Between
Don’t miss this timely contemporary young adult novel from Alex Flinn, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Beastly, about a teenage boy’s struggle to break free from the cycle of abuse. “Gripping.” —Publishers Weekly Intelligent,
popular, handsome, and wealthy, sixteen-year-old Nick Andreas is pretty much perfect—on the outside, at least. What no
one knows—not even his best friend—is the terror and anger that Nick faces every time he is alone with his father. Then he
and Caitlin fall in love, and Nick thinks his problems are over. Caitlin is the one person he can confide in, the only person
who understands him. But when Nick’s anger and jealousy overtake him, things begin to spiral out of control and Nick
realizes that he’s more his father’s son than he wants to be. Now Nick must confront his inner demons to stop the history of
violence from repeating itself. Winner of the Black-Eyed Susan Award An ALA Top 10 Best Book for Young Adults An
International Reading Association Young Adult Choices List Pick A New York Public Library Book for the Teen Age Pick

Love, Lucas
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Now a Disney Channel Original Movie, Megan Shull’s smart and funny twist on Freaky Friday is perfect for fans of Wendy
Mass, Jerry Spinelli, and Jon Scieszka! This middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 6,
especially during homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child entertained and engaged while not in the classroom.
With one random wish, Jack and Ellie are living life in each other’s shoes. He’s her. And she’s him. ELLIE assumed popular
guys didn’t worry about body image, being perfect, or talking to girls, but acting like you’re cool with everything is tougher
than it looks. JACK thought girls had it easy—no fights with bullies, no demanding dads, no power plays—but facing mean
girls at sleepovers and getting grilled about your period is way harder than taking a hit to the face at sports practice. Now
they’re dealing with each other’s middle school dramas—locker room teasing, cliques, video game battles, bra shopping,
and a slew of hilariously awkward moments—until they hopefully switch back! Told in both Jack’s and Ellie’s voices, The
Swap offers a fresh and honest take on tween friendship, all while exploring more serious themes of family, loss, empathy,
and what it really means to be yourself. And as Jon Scieszka says, it’s “seriously, truly, fearlessly funny!”

The Catastrophic History of You & Me
Just before her sixteenth birthday, Brie Eagan dies of a broken heart when her boyfriend tells her he does not love her, and
she then must go through the stages of grief, while watching her friends and family try to cope with her death.

I Will Always Write Back
From best friend to first love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret threatens
their second chance. The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked out of yet another foster home. The
moment I see the piercing in his lip and the tattoos on his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never been so
happy to be so wrong. With a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show me it’s
possible to trust again. And when no one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s possible to feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my foster
brother. I can be kicked out of the only home I’ve ever known if anyone finds out about us. But these are the least of my
worries when Chris is offered a record deal. I know he won’t take it unless I force him to. I have to do the unthinkable. I have
to do it for him.

Sea Change
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has always been a loner, even more so since she moved away from her best and only friend,
Zoe, a few years ago. Cara mostly spends her time avoiding the popular girls who call her 'choker' after a humiliating
incident in the cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray from a distance, wishing he would finally notice her. Then one day Cara
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comes home and finds Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on the run from problems at home, and Cara agrees to help her hide. With
Zoe back, Cara's life changes overnight. Zoe gives her a new look and new confidence, and before she can blink, Cara is
flirting with Ethan and getting invited to parties. And best of all, she has her best friend to confide in again. But just as
quickly as Cara's life came together, it starts to unravel. A girl goes missing in her town, and everyone is a suspect ~
including Ethan. Worse still, Zoe starts behaving very strangely, and Cara begins to wonder what exactly her friend does all
day when she's at school. You're supposed to be able to trust your best friend no matter what, but what if she turns into a
total stranger?

Hospitious Adoption
Three Sides of a Heart: Stories About Love Triangles
A YA romance—with a sparkling commercial voice and a dash of science—that explores a relationship over six years The
moment Spencer meets Hope the summer before seventh grade, it’s something at first sight. The pair become fast friends,
climbing trees and planning world travels. After years of being outshone by his older brother and teased because of his
Tourette syndrome, Spencer finally feels like he belongs. But as Hope and Spencer get older and life gets messier, the clear
label of “friend” gets messier, too. Through sibling feuds and family tragedies, new relationships and broken hearts, the two
grow together and apart, and Spencer, an aspiring scientist, tries to map it all out using his trusty system of taxonomy. He
wants to identify and classify their relationship, but in the end, he finds that life doesn’t always fit into easy-to-manage
boxes, and it’s this messy complexity that makes life so rich and beautiful.

Rebel Spirits
The New York Times bestselling true story of an all-American girl and a boy from Zimbabwe -- and the letter that changed
both of their lives forever. It started as an assignment. Everyone in Caitlin's class wrote to an unknown student somewhere
in a distant place. Martin was lucky to even receive a pen-pal letter. There were only ten letters, and fifty kids in his class.
But he was the top student, so he got the first one. That letter was the beginning of a correspondence that spanned six
years and changed two lives. In this compelling dual memoir, Caitlin and Martin recount how they became best friends--and
better people--through their long-distance exchange. Their story will inspire you to look beyond your own life and wonder
about the world at large and your place in it.

The Water Knife
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He’s a movie star. I’m just a girl from a small town. He lives in L.A when he’s not traveling the world. I live in Utah, and the
furthest I’ve been is a few states away. He’s beautiful. I’m . . . just me. Talbot Green is the man who has everything—fame,
money, adoring fans—and I’m just a girl from a small town, childhood friends with his publicist, and looking forward to
spending a few days in warm and sunny California. Then I saved his life. In front of the paparazzi. And suddenly, my face is
everywhere—on social media, on TV, on magazine covers. Suddenly, I’m not just a girl from a small town, who’s living a
small life. Suddenly . . . I belong to Talbot Green, at least in the eyes of the media. And also . . . perhaps in the eyes of
Talbot himself. But maybe, just maybe, he belonged to me right back.

A Taxonomy of Love
Advisor of Leadership at Google and former vice president of leadership at LinkedIn claims that the biggest driver of
motivation is the chance to serve a larger purpose beyond our careers and ourselves, rather than salary, benefits, bonuses,
or other material incentives; companies that are able to successfully focus their people, their teams, and their culture
around meaning outperform their competition. Fred Kofman's approach to leadership has little to do with the standard
practices taught in business school and traditional books. Bringing together economics and business theory,
communications and conflict resolution, family counseling and mindfulness mediation, Kofman argues in The Meaning
Revolution that our most deep-seated, unspoken, and universal anxiety stems from our fear that our life is being
wasted--that the end of life will overtake us when our song is still unsung. Material incentives--salary and benefits--account
for perhaps 15 percent of employees' motivation at work. The other 85 percent is driven by a need to belong, a feeling that
what we do day in and day out makes a difference, that how we spend our time on earth serves a larger purpose beyond
just ourselves. Kofman claims that transcendental leaders, wherever they are in the hierarchy, are able to put aside their
self-interests and help others to feel connected with others on a team or in an organization on a great mission and part of
an ennobling purpose. He argues that every organization involved in work that is nonviolent and non addictive has what he
calls an "immortality project" at its core. And the challenge for leaders is to identify and expand on that core, to inspire all
stakeholders to take part.

Stealing Parker
Haunted by history. Bound by mystery. Lori Chase doesn't know what to think about ghosts. She may have seen a few in
the past, but those were just childish imaginings . . . right? Only now that she is living in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, spirits
seem to be on everyone's mind. The town is obsessed with its bloody Civil War history, and the old inn that Lori's parent run
is supposedly haunted by the souls of dead soldiers. Then Lori meets one such soldier -- the devastatingly handsome
Nathaniel Pierce. Nathaniel's soul cannot rest, and he desperately needs Lori's help. Because Nathaniel was not killed in the
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famous battle. He was murdered. Lori begins to investigate the age-old mystery, stumbling upon shocking clues and
secrets. At the same time, she can't help falling for Nathaniel, just as he is falling for her . . . .

Sweet Temptation
In the tradition of M. T. Anderson’s Feed and Scott Westerfeld’s Uglies, Unplugged is the first in a provocative and
compelling new series from acclaimed author Donna Freitas. Humanity is split into a dying physical world for the poor and
an extravagant virtual world for the wealthy. Years ago, Skylar Cruz crossed over to the App World for a chance at a better
life, and her family stayed behind in the Real World. Now Skye is a virtual teenager, surrounded by glamorous apps and
expensive downloads—yet she’s never felt like she fits in, and all she wants is to see her mother and sister again. Skye is
desperate and ready to risk everything to unplug from the App World. But she soon learns that the only person she can
trust—in either world, including friends and family—is herself.

Make Me Shine
From the New York Times bestselling author of 99 Days and How to Love comes a stunning new contemporary novel—all
about boy bands, girl bands, best friends, and first love—perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen and Morgan Matson. It was always
meant to be Olivia. She’s the talented one, the one who’s been training to be a star her whole life. Her best friend, Dana, is
the levelheaded one, always on the sidelines, cheering Olivia on. But everything changes when Dana tags along with Olivia
to Orlando for the weekend, where superproducer Guy Monroe is holding auditions for a new singing group, and Dana is
discovered too. Dana, who’s never sung more than Olivia’s backup. Dana, who wasn’t even looking for fame. Next thing she
knows, she and Olivia are training to be pop stars, and Dana is falling for Alex, the earnest, endlessly talented boy who’s
destined to be the next big thing. It should be a dream come true, but as the days of grueling practice and constant
competition take their toll, things between Olivia and Dana start to shift . . . and there’s only room at the top for one girl.
For Olivia, it’s her chance at her dream. For Dana, it’s a chance to escape a future that seems to be closing in on her. And
for these lifelong best friends, it’s the adventure of a lifetime—if they can make it through. Set in evocative 1990s Orlando,
Fireworks brings to life the complexity of friendship, the excitement of first love, and the feeling of being on the verge of
greatness.

Pulse
The Preschooler's Busy Book contains 365 activities (one for each day of the year) for three- to six-year-olds using things
found around the home. It shows parents, baby-sitters, and daycare providers how to: Save money by making your own
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paints, play dough, craft clays, glue, paste and other supplies Prevent boredom during even the longest stretches of rainy
or cold weather with ideas for indoor play like newspaper golf, magnet magic, the listening game, red light/green light, and
hand puppets Help children learn to have fun in the kitchen making fruit kebabs, popsicles, homemade peanut butter, a
happy-face sandwich, alphabet cookies, animal pancakes, finger Jell-O, popcorn ball creatures, and the best chocolate chip
cookies in the whole world Teach your child practical skills like setting the table, putting away the silverware, sorting socks,
sewing practice, and carpentry (hammering golf tees into Styrofoam, with a toy hammer) Introduce your child to numbers
and counting with activities like "One-Two, Buckle My Shoe," telling time, coin and stamp collecting, sorting a mixed-up
deck of cards by numbers and learning how to find today's date on a calendar Prepare your child for reading by working on
an alphabet puzzle, making alphabet cookies, making an alphabet book, and connecting the dots in alphabetical order to
make a picture Get your child started with music and rhythm by making a pie-plate tambourine, keeping the rhythm to a
song on the radio with homemade rhythm blocks or shakers, or make music with musical glasses (filled with different
amounts of water) Get your child moving with dances like "Hokey Pokey," "Skip to My Lou," "Ring Around the Rosie," and
"London Bridge" Encourage your child to enjoy quiet activities like reading wordless picture books, working on puzzles, and
watching clouds--and then drawing them Introduce children to nature with a variety of outdoor adventures from nature
walks and picnics to backyard camping, bird feeding, mud painting and making waxed leaves Start children growing things
by planting apple seeds, avocado seeds or garlic cloves; or learning how to grow carrots, beets or sweet potatoes by putting
cuttings into water Celebrate holidays and other occasions with special projects and activities for Christmas, Hanukkah,
Kwanza, Easter and Passover Keep children occupied on car trips by playing "I See A-B-C" or reciting "30 Days Hath
September"

Get Dirty
The unhappy child of two powerful parents who despise each other, young Lilly turns to the ocean to find solace, which she
finds in the form of the eloquent and intelligent sea monster Octavius, a kraken. In Octavius's many arms, Lilly learns of
friendship, loyalty, and family. When Octavius, forbidden by Lilly to harm humans, is captured by seafaring traders and sold
to a circus, Lilly becomes his only hope for salvation. Desperate to find him, she strikes a bargain with a witch that carries a
shocking price. Her journey to win Octavius's freedom is difficult. The circus master wants a Coat of Illusions; the Coat tailor
wants her undead husband back from a witch; the witch wants her skin back from two bandits; the bandits just want some
company, but they might kill her first. Lilly's quest tests her resolve, tries her patience, and leaves her transformed in every
way. A powerfully written debut from a young fantasy author, S.M. Wheeler's Sea Change is an exhilarating tale of
adventure, resilience, and selflessness in the name of friendship. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Meet Cute
Last night was the most embarrassing night of my life. I was that girl. You know, the highly intoxicated chick celebrating her
thirtieth birthday with her two best friends—who are happily married. And the more I drank, the more I wanted to do
something reckless to celebrate. By reckless, I mean the sexy and alluring man dressed in a business suit standing near the
bar. You know his type—tall, dark, handsome. I was sure he was out of my league, but I’d had just enough alcohol that
things like that no longer seemed to matter. I’m not fat, mind you, but you can tell I like french fries, so there’s that. He
took me home, and I enjoyed the hottest birthday sex of my life. Well, until it came to a screeching and rather unwelcome
halt. There’s nothing quite like being interrupted mid-ride with a little voice asking, “What are you doing to my daddy?” Just
kill me now . . . or so I thought. Come to find out, the man I rode like a bull at the rodeo is my new landlord.

The Opportunist
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a paranormal romance perfect for fans of Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, and
Buffy The Vampire Slayer. Scorch is the fourth and final book in the thrilling Midnight Fire Series."All it did was remind Kira
that time was running out. That she needed to choose. Or a lot more than a forest would burn. The whole world would
crumble."Aldrich escapedagain. Tristan forgoteverything. And Luke, well, Luke was getting more than a little impatient. But
those were the least of Kira's concerns, because something else happened in England--something she was trying
desperately to forget. A wedge of evil had lodged itself in her heart, a little black hole had nestled into her flames, and it
wasn't going away--not anytime soonand maybe not ever.

The Swap
In Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to Mend by Katie Finn, Gemma had her summer all planned out, but it takes
sharp turn when she gets dumped and finds herself back in the Hamptons after a five-year absence. Being there puts her at
risk of bumping into Hallie, her former best friend (that is, before Gemma ruined her life). But people don't hold grudges
forever. Do they? Gemma intends on making amends, but a small case of mistaken identity causes the people she knew
years ago—including Hallie and her dreamy brother Josh—to believe she's someone else. As though the summer wasn't
complicated enough already. Can Gemma keep up the charade? Or will she be found out by the very people she's been
hiding from?

The Love Affairs of Nathaniel P.
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A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and first love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and
John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover. Between her
parents’ arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom
suggests they spend a few months in California with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but
she’s willing to give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once
they’re settled, Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her life. He wants her
to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He
makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how much she cares for him, and that’s when things get
complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got the chance to do those very same things? With
her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the
past behind to find happiness in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud
to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle
grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told
with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Crossing the Barrier
When Sadie takes a summer job working in the house of teen rock star Jax Stone, she finds herself falling quickly for him,
but Jax's wild rock star world makes having a relationship with him difficult.

Mister Tonight
Decimated by drought, Nevada and Arizona skirmish over dwindling shares of the Colorado River, while California watches,
waiting. Into the fray steps Las Vegas water knife Angel Velasquez, who "cuts" water for the Southern Nevada Water
Authority and its boss, Catherine Case, ensuring that her lush, luxurious arcology developments can bloom in the desert
and that anyone who challenges her is left in the gutted-suburban dust. He becomes a pawn in a game far bigger, more
corrupt, and dirtier than he could have imagined.

Come Back to Me
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In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best friend’s sister plunge into a forbidden love affair
while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is dead.
Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend… Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back
home on leave and dangerously drawn to his best friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from
fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate
relationship. But what was just supposed to be a summer romance develops into something far greater than either of them
expected. Jessa’s finally found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice everything
for. When it’s time for Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to
come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help
but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to
her?

The Meaning Revolution
Fans of Eleanor and Park, The Spectacular Now, Willow, and Perfectly Good White Boy won't be able to put down this gritty
but hopeful love story about two struggling teens. Tyler has a football scholarship to Stanford, a hot girlfriend, and a reliable
army of friends to party with. Then his mom kills herself. And Tyler lets it all go. Now he needs to dodge what his dad is
offering (verbal tirades and abuse) and earn what his dad isn’t (money): He needs a job. It’s there that he reunites with
Jordyn, his childhood best friend, and now the token goth girl at school. Jordyn brings Tyler an unexpected peace and,
finally, love. But with his family in shambles, he can’t risk bringing Jordyn too deeply into his life. So when violence rocks
Tyler’s world again, will it be Jordyn who shows him the way to a hopeful future? Or after everything, will Tyler have to find
it in himself? This tough, realistic page-turner reveals a boy's point of view on loss and love—perfect for fans of Rainbow
Rowell, Tim Tharp, Julia Hoban, Carrie Mesrobian, and Mindi Scott. From the Hardcover edition.

Unplugged
When Alyssa was a child, she decided not to believe in demons. If you don't believe, then they can't be real, right? But the
demons don't care what you believe. Alyssa grabs her six-year-old daughter and escapes into the forest outside the
compound. Her father's death haunts every step. He died trying to save her from the cult when she was a child. This time,
failure is not an option. Keeping a few steps ahead of the elders, Alyssa crosses paths with a truck driver named Gabe.
Suddenly she dares to believe she might succeed. Yet Alyssa can't bring herself to warn Gabe of the demon horde that's
fast on their heels. Gabe's gentle kindness sends ripples of emotion throughout Alyssa's petite form. Emotions she's never
felt before. But will he be strong enough to protect her from the approaching evil?
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Breathe
In bestselling author T L Swan's second hot installment to the Miles High Club series, he's sexy, rich, and her mortal enemy.
Hate never felt so good. I first met Tristan Miles at a meeting where he was trying to take over my late husband's company.
He was powerful, arrogant, and infuriatingly gorgeous, and I hated him with every cell in my body. In the shock of the
century, he called me three days later and asked me on a date. I would rather die than date a man like him--though I do
have to admit it was good for the ego. Turning him down was the highlight of my year. Six months later, he was the guest
speaker at a conference I attended in France. Still arrogant and infuriating--but this time, surprisingly charming and witty.
When he looked at me, I got butterflies. But I can't go there. He's just a player in a hot suit, and I'm just a widow with three
unruly sons. I just need this conference to be over. Because everybody knows that Tristan Miles always gets what he
wantsand what he wants is me.

The Fault in Our Stars
High school student Malakai Thomas, star wide receiver of the varsity team, collides with band member Lily Morgan on his
way to football practice. As days go by, Malakai cannot get the petite clarinetist out of his head.Lily Morgan can feel
everyone's emotions. She loses her ability to shield herself against them the day Malakai runs into her. Now she must try to
maintain her sanity in the emotional jungle that is high school, as well as deal with her growing feelings for Malakai.Can
Malakai get over the social stigma and his own internal struggle to be with Lily? Is Lily's secret too big to accept, even for
him?

Fireworks
"A hero who will melt your heart."—Jennifer Echols, national award-winning author of Such a Rush Parker Shelton pretty
much has the perfect life. She's on her way to becoming valedictorian at Hundred Oaks High, she's made the all-star
softball team, and she has plenty of friends. Then her mother's scandal rocks their small town and suddenly no one will talk
to her. Now Parker wants a new life. So she quits softball. Drops twenty pounds. And she figures why kiss one guy when she
can kiss three. Or four. Why limit herself to high school boys when the majorly cute new baseball coach seems especially
flirty? But how far is too far before she loses herself completely? Praise for Catching Jordan: "A must-read for teens! I
couldn't put it down!"—Simon Elkeles, New York Times bestselling author of the Perfect Chemistry series "With a clever,
authentic voice, Kenneally proves once and for all that when it comes to making life's toughest calls-on and off the fieldgirls rule!"—Sara Ockler, bestselling author of Fixing Delilah
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Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to Mend
Nathaniel Piven is a rising star in Brooklyn's literary scene. After several lean, striving years and an early life as a class-A
nerd, he now (to his surprise) has a lucrative book deal, his pick of plum magazine assignments, and the attentions of many
desirable women: Juliet, the hotshot business journalist; Elisa, Nate's gorgeous ex-girlfriend, now friend; Hannah, lively and
fun and 'almost universally regarded as nice and smart, or smart and nice'. In this twenty-first-century literary enclave, wit
and conversation are not at all dead. But is romance? In The Love Affairs of Nathaniel P. Adelle Waldman plunges into the
psyche of a sensitive, flawed, modern man – to reveal the view of the new world from his garret window, and the view of
women from his overactive mind.

The Preschooler's Busy Book
Carina McKay is an outsider. With one parent of royal blood, she's not nobility, yet not a servant either. Critons, magical firebreathing creatures that protect her homeland, provide the only excitement in her routine life until she meets King Marek
Duncan and her destiny changes forever. To protect his heart after an arranged marriage withers to a bitter end, Marek
focuses his energy on defending his lands from a rising darkness by searching for the Caller of Light, the one who summons
Critons. Marek spots Carina while traveling to a distant kingdom. Despite himself, her beauty and willfulness intrigue him,
and he ultimately discovers just how much he will endure to safeguard her from the lords who want to enslave her.
Together, the strength of their love can overcome the obstacles keeping them apart, but only if they have the courage to
follow their hearts.

Not Planning on You
Silent Sins - the ultimate, no-strings-attached dating program. They promise you the perfect match. Now, Nathan and Ella
are about to find out the cost. NATHAN I thought this elite dating program was a good idea. After all, as a divorced man at
the age of thirty-two, "blind sex" sounded like a nice distraction. Her code name is Devon. She's my faceless fantasy. A
diamond in a world full of rhinestones. I don't know what she looks like. I don't know where she lives. I don't know her
name. I will never know these things. And if I'm not careful, I might fall for a woman who's just a ghost in the dark. ELLA
New name. New identity. Old demons. His code name is Ross. He makes me feel alive again. Every night we share at Silent
Sins, our bond grows stronger. And he's hell-bent on meeting me in person, throwing our anonymity away, and taking me
on a real date. I want to do it. But my demons? They never sleep. Dive into Make Me Shine, a story full of passion, power
and secrets that fans of Penelope Ward, Vi Keeland, and T.L. Swan are sure to devour! One-click to follow this slow-burn,
steamy contemporary romance journey and learn the true price of love! A Steamy Contemporary Romance Novel
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recommended age 18+, contains strong adult content ends on a cliffhanger this book is part of a 3-book-series. Book 2
coming soon!

Not After Everything
"A sexy contemporary romance novel set in New York City about a love triangle"--

The Finishing School
In this suspenseful, provocative novel of friendship, secrets, and deceit, a successful writer returns to her elite Swiss
boarding school to get to the bottom of a tragic accident that took place while she was a student twenty years earlier. How
far would you go to uncover the truth? One spring night in 1998 the beautiful Cressida Strauss plunges from a fourth-floor
balcony at the Lycée Internationale Suisse with catastrophic consequences. Loath to draw negative publicity to the school,
a bastion of European wealth and glamour, officials quickly dismiss the incident as an accident, but questions remain: Was
it a suicide attempt? Or was Cressida pushed? It was no secret that she had a selfish streak and had earned as many
enemies as allies in her tenure at the school. For her best friend, scholarship student Kersti Kuusk, the lingering questions
surrounding Cressida's fall continue to nag long after she leaves the Lycée. Kersti marries and becomes a bestselling writer,
but never stops wondering about Cressida's obsession with the Helvetian Society—a secret club banned years before their
arrival at the school—and a pair of its members who were expelled. When Kersti is invited as a guest to the Lycée's 100th
Anniversary, she begins probing the cover-up, unearthing a frightening underbelly of lies and abuse at the prestigious
establishment. And in one portentous moment, Kersti makes a decision that will connect her to Cressida forever and raise
the stakes dangerously high in her own desire to solve the mystery and redeem her past. An unputdownable read as clever
as it is compelling, The Finishing School offers a riveting glimpse into a privileged, rarefied world in which nothing is as it
appears.

Scorch
Bryn Reyes is a real life sleeping beauty. Afflicted with Klein-Levin Syndrome, she suffers episodes of prolonged sleep that
steal weeks, and sometimes even months, from her life. But unlike most KLS patients, she doesn’t spend each episode in a
catatonic state or wake up with no recollection of the time she’s missed. Instead, Bryn spends half her life in an alternate
reality made up of her memories. For Bryn, the past is a place, until one day a boy she’s never met before washes up on the
illusory beach of her dreams with no memory of who he is. But the appearance of this strange boy isn’t the only thing that’s
changed. Bryn’s symptoms are worsening, her body weakening as she’s plagued by hallucinations even while awake. Her
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only hope of finding a cure is to undergo experimental treatment created by a German specialist. But when Dr. Banz reveals
that he knows more about her strange symptoms than he originally let on, Bryn learns that the boy in her head might
actually be the key to understanding what’s happening to her, and worse, that if she doesn’t find out his identity before it’s
too late, they both may not survive.

The Light of His Sword
The Breakfast Club meets Pretty Little Liars in Gretchen McNeil's witty and suspenseful sequel to Get Even. The members of
Don't Get Mad aren't just mad anymore . . . they're afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree under house arrest, it's up
to Olivia and Kitty to try to catch their deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are about to go on the offensive, Ed the Head
reveals a shocking secret that turns all their theories upside down. The killer could be anyone, and this time he—or she—is
out for more than just revenge. The girls desperately try to discover the killer's identity as their personal lives are falling
apart: Donté is pulling away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his own, and Olivia's mother is on an emotional
downward spiral. The killer is closing in, the threats are becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to listen, the
girls have no choice but to confront their anonymous friend . . . or die trying.

Breathing Underwater
The Opportunist Olivia Kaspen never imagined she'd get a second chance with her first love, the one she foolishly let slip
away. When fate brings them together in a chance encounter, Olivia discovers that not only has Caleb Drake moved on, but
he's forgotten her too. Olivia finds herself asking how far she is willing to go to get him back. Standing in her way is his new
girlfriend, a red-headed viper named Leah Smith. Olivia must fight for what was once hers, and in the process discover that
sometimes love falls short of redemption.

Caller of Light
You may think you know the love triangle, but you've never seen love triangles like these. These top YA authors tackle the
much-debated trope of the love triangle, and the result is sixteen fresh, diverse, and romantic stories you don’t want to
miss. This collection, edited by Natalie C. Parker, contains stories written by Renee Ahdieh, Rae Carson, Brandy Colbert,
Katie Cotugno, Lamar Giles, Tessa Gratton, Bethany Hagan, Justina Ireland, Alaya Dawn Johnson, EK Johnston, Julie Murphy,
Garth Nix, Natalie C. Parker, Veronica Roth, Sabaa Tahir, and Brenna Yovanoff. A teen girl who offers kissing lessons.
Zombies in the Civil War South. The girl next door, the boy who loves her, and the girl who loves them both. Vampires at a
boarding school. Three teens fighting monsters in an abandoned video rental store. Literally the last three people on the
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planet. What do all these stories have in common? The love triangle.

Forever Ours
Unwanted betrothals, assassination attempts, and a battle for the crown converge in Danielle L. Jensen's Dark Skies, a new
series starter set in the universe of the YA fantasy Sarah J. Maas called "everything I look for in a fantasy novel." A
RUNAWAY WITH A HIDDEN PAST Lydia is a scholar, but books are her downfall when she meddles in the plots of the most
powerful man in the Celendor Empire. Her life in danger, she flees west to the far side of the Endless Seas and finds herself
entangled in a foreign war where her burgeoning powers are sought by both sides. A COMMANDER IN DISGRACE Killian is
Marked by the God of War, but his gifts fail him when the realm under the dominion of the Corrupter invades Mudamora.
Disgraced, he swears his sword to the kingdom’s only hope: the crown princess. But the choice sees him caught up in a web
of political intrigue that will put his oath – and his heart – to the test. A KINGDOM UNDER SIEGE With Mudamora falling
beneath the armies of the Corrupter, Lydia and Killian strike a bargain to save those they love most—but it is a bargain with
unintended and disastrous consequences. Truths are revealed, birthrights claimed, and loyalties questioned—all while a
menace deadlier and more far-reaching than they realize sweeps across the world. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Takeover
From John Green, the #1 bestselling author of Turtles All the Way Down "The greatest romance story of this decade."
—Entertainment Weekly -Millions of copies sold- #1 New York Times Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller #1 USA
Today Bestseller #1 International Bestseller TIME Magazine’s #1 Fiction Book of 2012 TODAY Book Club pick Now a Major
Motion Picture Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few years, Hazel has never been anything
but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is about to be completely rewritten. Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw,
The Fault in Our Stars brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling, and tragic business of being alive and in love.
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